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**GIST OF ORGANIZATIONAL MECHANISM FOR STATE ADMINISTRATION BY FINANCIAL SECURITY IN THE REGION**

**Starting the problem.** Issue of mechanisms for the state administration by financial security in the region is topical, especially nowadays, when processes of decentralization of power and reformation of local governments are taking place in Ukraine.

**Analysis of the latest research and publications.** Issues, connected with development of conceptual principles for mechanisms of state administration, were studied by such national and foreign scientists as V.Averyanov, V.Bakumenko, D.Bezsonenko, O.Korotych, A.Lipentsev, V.Malynovskyi, N.Yburybr, R.Rudnitska, O.Fedorchak.

A lot of research papers, among which are papers by Ya.Bezdugan, O.Vasylyk, B.Danylyshyna, N.Krepsysheva, O.Lunyova, O.Mishchuk, V.Oparina and others, are dedicated to the study of problems of financial security on territories (in regions), cities and their development.

**Statement of principal data of study.** Provision of steady balanced development in regions via implementation of effective regional policy is a real footing for effective economic management at the present stage of system modernization in the country.

Reforming of the state administration system by financial security is an integral part of this process.

Regardless of different views in scientific publications, one should admit, that in general researches come to understanding of the concept “mechanism” as a multi-aspect complicated system.

Mechanism of the state administration is a totality of economic, motivational, organizational and legal means of purposeful influence of state administration subjects and influence on their activity that ensure accommodation of interests of interacting participants of state administration.
Since factors of the state administration can have economic, social, organizational, political and legal nature, comprehensive mechanism of the state administration should be a system of economic, motivational, organizational, political and legal mechanisms.

Regarding mechanisms of the state administration in the region, the following has been offered: legal, financial, organizational, social partnership, decentralization of administration, monitoring of preparation quality, international cooperation etc.

Comprehensive mechanism of the state administration consists of such components as political, motivational, economic, organizational, that defines objects, subjects of the state administrations, aims, tasks, functions, methods for administration and organizational structures, as well as results of their functioning.

Financial security in the region is one of the tools of the financial mechanism which should provide distributive and redistributive processes with purpose to create corresponding development conditions. Financial security refers to organizational function of administration and is an integral part of any element in the system of formation and realization of the state regional policy and plays an important role in formation and provision of functional mechanisms for making and realization of political decisions.

Peculiarities of financial security for formation and realization of the state regional policy are defined by the features which distinguish it among the other types of the state policy.

Organizational mechanism can be considered as totality of measures focused on realization of consecutive work fulfillment, formation of corresponding organizational structures within which specific activity (regarding orientation of this scientific study, it can be activity, connected with formation of due financial security in regions and system of administrative actions by these processes for part of the state) is carried out.

Organizational mechanism consists of the following sub-groups: legal; statutory and regulatory; statutory and methodical; monitoring, sub-groups of expertise; just administrative.
Thus, organizational mechanism is a multiple-aspect difficult concept inherent for many spheres of public life. It refers to both economic and administrative processes which take place in the society, that’s why it exists in harmony with different terms, making various scientific regulations specific.

Effectiveness of organizational mechanism actions of the state administration by financial security in the region depends on the degree of cooperation performance between the state, in the person of central authorities for one party, and local government - subjects of economic activity and public organizations, for another party. Such cooperation will bring the best results in case strategy of financial security in the region, in the context of execution of general strategy of socio-economic development of the state, is executed. Nevertheless, the most effective providing with financial resources in the region will be carried out only in case of progressive changes during reforming the state economy.

**Conclusion.** Effectiveness of actions of organizational mechanism of the state administration by financial security in the region depends on the degree of cooperation performance between the state, in the person of central authorities for one party, and local government - subjects of economic activity and public organizations, for another party. Such cooperation will bring the best results in case strategy of financial security in the region, in the context of execution of general strategy of socio-economic development of the state, is executed. Nevertheless, the most effective providing with financial resources in the region will be carried out only in case of progressive changes during reforming the state economy. Such tendencies will define further development of socio-economic processes at the national and regional levels.